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Ability to predict the sawnwood demand provides competitive advantage for sawnwood
producers. It helps sawnwood producers to better manage the supply against the demand
in the markets they operate in. This thesis studied sawnwood demand forecasting based
on machine learning approaches. The goal of the study was to examine how well dif-
ferent machine learning models are able to predict sawnwood demand and how does the
performance of the models differ in different markets?
The final model is an ensemble of machine learning models which takes the weighted sum
of the predictions produced by five different machine learning algorithms: the K nearest
neighbours, the Random forest, the Support vector with radial basis function kernel, the
Support vector machine with polynomial kernel and the Neural network. Six different
variables were given as input features for the model. The performance of model was eval-
uated based on a case study in which four different data sets were used for testing the
prediction accuracy of the model. The performance of the models was measured with
three error metrics the MAPE, the MAE and the RMSE. In addition, the developed en-
semble model was compared with the individual learning algorithms and a naive forecast.
The results show that the Ensemble estimator outperforms the five individual learning
algorithms and the Naive forecast measured in all three error metrics when the errors are
calculated as the average of the four data sets. However, when the results are compared
at the individual data set level, the Ensemble estimator performs the best only on four
out of the twelve cases. The results indicate that a single method cannot provide the
best answer in all of the cases. In addition, the performance of the models vary when the
results are compared by taking the moving average of the predicted values. The error rates
decrease more for more advanced learning algorithms like the Support vector machines,
the Neural network and the Ensemble estimator. This indicates that these models are able
to capture the trend component better from the data sets. Finally, the study shows that
there are differences how well the models can predict the sawnwood demand in different
markets. The effect of the data sets’ characteristics on the prediction accuracy of the
models decreases for more advanced models, when the data sets are aggregated.
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Sahatavaran tuottajalle kyky ennustaa sahatavaran kysynta¨a¨ tarjoaa kilpailuedun, koska
ta¨llo¨in tuottaja pystyy vastaamaan paremmin markkinoiden kysynta¨a¨n kohdentamalla toim-
ituksiaan oikeille markkinoille. Ta¨ssa¨ diplomityo¨ssa¨ tutkittiin koneoppimismenetelmien
soveltamista sahatavaran kysynna¨n ennustamiseen. Tyo¨n tavoitteena oli tarkastella, kuinka
hyvin erilaiset koneoppimismenetelma¨t pystyva¨t ennustamaan sahatavaran kysynta¨a¨ ja
kuinka mallien suorituskyky eroaa eri markkinoilla.
Tyo¨ssa¨ kehitettiin erilaisia koneoppimismenetelmia¨ yhdista¨va¨ kokoomamalli, jonka tuot-
tama ennuste on painotettu keskiarvo viidesta¨ eri menetelma¨sta¨: la¨hinaapurimenetelma¨sta¨,
satunnaismetsa¨sta¨, tukivektorikoneesta radiaalisella ydinfunktiolla, tukivektorikoneesta
polynomisella ydinfunktiolla ja neuroverkosta. Mallit ka¨ytta¨va¨t la¨hto¨arvoina kuutta eri
markkinaindikaattoria. Mallien ennustetarkkuutta arvioitiin tapaustutkimuksessa, jossa
malleilla tuotettiin ennuste nelja¨lle eri aikasarjalle. Ennustetarkkuuden mittaus suoritet-
tiin kolmella eri tunnusluvulla: keskima¨a¨ra¨isella¨ prosentuaalisessa virheella¨, keskima¨a¨-
ra¨isella¨ absoluuttisella virheella¨ ja keskinelio¨virheen nelio¨juurella. Ta¨ma¨n lisa¨ksi mallien
ennusteita verrattiin yksinkertaiseen ennusteeseen.
Tulokset osoittavat, etta¨ kokoomaennusteella saavutetaan pienempi ennustevirhe kuin yk-
sitta¨isilla¨ menetelmilla¨ tai yksinkertaisella ennusteella, kun ennustevirheet lasketaan nel-
ja¨lle aikasarjalle tuotettujen ennusteiden keskiarvona. Verrattaessa yksitta¨isten aikasar-
jojen ennusteita keskena¨a¨n, kokoomaennuste tuottaa parhaan ennusteen kuitenkin vain
nelja¨ssa¨ tutkituista kahdestatoista tapauksesta. Tuloksesta voidaan pa¨a¨tella¨, ettei yksi
yksitta¨inen malli pystyne tuottamaan pieninta¨ ennustevirhetta¨ kaikille eri aikasarjoille.
Lisa¨k-si tulosten tarkkuus vaihtelee, jos ennustevirheet lasketaan ennusteiden liukuvista
keskiarvoista. Kehittyneempien ennusteiden, kuten tukivektorikoneiden, neuroverkko-
jen ja kokoomaennusteiden, ennustevirheet pieneneva¨t enemma¨n kuin yksinkertaisem-
pien mallien, kun liukuvaan keskiarvoa lasketaan pidemma¨n aikava¨lin keskiarvoista. Tu-
los viittaa siihen, etta¨ kehittyneet mallit pystyva¨t tunnistamaan paremmin aikasarjojen
trendikomponentin. Tulokset osoittavat myo¨s, etta¨ mallien kyky ennustaa kysynta¨a¨ vai-
htelee markkinoittain. Kehittyneemmilla¨ malleilla vaihtelu kuitenkin pienenee, kun en-
nustevirheet lasketaan pidemma¨n aikava¨lin keskiarvoista.
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11. INTRODUCTION
Sawnwood production is an important employer in many European economies. The in-
dustry supplies raw material to construction industry, furniture manufacturing and pre-
fabricated house production and it affects the prices and the supply of other forest sector
products like pulp, paper, bioenergy, wood-based panels and veneer. Sawnwood produc-
tion and consumption are diverged globally and the demand for sawnwood varies signifi-
cantly depending on the economic activity of the industries which consume sawnwood.
In order to balance the supply and the demand on different markets, the sawnwood pro-
ducers have to make choices, to which markets they allocate their production. However,
this is a complex task because the demand and supply of sawnwood may vary significantly
in time and place. For example, in year 2000 the sawnwood consumption was around 30
million cubic meters both in Denmark and in Poland (Figure 1.1). By year 2015 the sawn-
wood consumption had decreased to 20 million cubic meters in Denmark while in Poland
the consumption had increased to 40 million cubic meters. The 10 million cubic meters’
change in yearly consumption corresponds to the average yearly production of sawnwood
in Finland between years 2010 and 2015 [30]. It is important for the sawnwood producers
to detect these kind of changes, and if possible also to predict them so that they can better
plan their sales efforts.
Predicting the changes in the sawnwood demand requires information about the market
factors, like construction activity, income and price, that have an effect on the sawnwood
demand [36]. This kind of market data is publicly available today. Multiple different
organizations like Eurostat, OECD and the United Nations provide data for example on
building permits, housing loans and production of furniture. The data can be accessed
readily through application programming interfaces and processed efficiently with various
programming tools. Combining the data with modern mathematical models, a system for
predicting sawnwood demand can be developed. This thesis will seize this opportunity
by studying the sawnwood demand prediction on two different markets based on machine
learning methods.
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Figure 1.1 Sawnwood consumption in Denmark and Poland between 2000 and 2015. The con-
sumption is calculated as an apparent consumption (Apparent consumption = Production + Im-
ports - Exports). The data is collected from the United Nations’ Comtrade database (Available at:
https://comtrade.un.org).
1.1 Problem statement and thesis motivation
The objective of this thesis is to design a mathematical model for forecasting sawnwood
demand in selected markets. The aim is to predict the demand at a monthly interval for
the next twelve months. The forecast is made based on selected leading indicators and
historical demand values. The initial goal for this thesis is to establish a systematic way
to predict sawnwood demand at a monthly interval which can be used as a base scenario
for future sawnwood demand forecasting efforts. In a more detailed level, this thesis
tries to find an answer for the following research questions. How well different machine
learning models are able to predict sawnwood demand and how does the performance of
the models differ for different markets?
There is some empirical research on sawnwood demand and price forecasting 1. The
scholars have analyzed and predicted the demand or prices mainly on yearly interval
and using classical statistical methods like multivariate regression [36], autoregressive
[43, 56, 49] and vector autoregressive [66, 34] models, or econometric models based on
dynamic partial equilibrium framework [15]. The studies have found that the consump-
tion of sawnwood is driven by multiple different economic indicators and there are large
regional differences which indicator has the biggest effect [36]. In addition to this, stud-
ies show that the prices of lumber products might undergo different kinds of structural
1An extensive listing of the studies for the forest sector demand and price forecasting can be found
from the studies conducted by K. Niquidet & L. Sun Do Forest Products Prices Display Long Memory?,
Canadian Journal of Agricultural Economics, 2015 or J. Buongiorno, Forest sector modeling: a synthe-
sis of econometrics, mathematical programming, and system dynamics methods, International Journal of
Forecasting, vol. 12, no.3, pp. 329–343, Sep. 1996.
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changes and they might have both mean-reverting and non-stationary properties [15, 51].
In general, sawnwood is a commodity product and the consumption of sawnwood is well-
established in many markets. In addition to the common market factors, the demand of
sawnwood depends on the type of end-use. The type of end-use may vary also from mar-
ket to market which adds up complexity for creating a sawnwood demand forecasting
model. Due to the differences in the drivers of the sawnwood demand and the structural
changes in the demand, a single model is not likely to work well for predicting the sawn-
wood demand in all markets and through the time. Thus, a model which can adapt to these
changing conditions is needed. Machine learning methods could offer a possible solution
to this problem.
However, there are no well-known studies that have applied more modern machine learn-
ing methods for forecasting the demand of sawnwood or other forest products. Hence,
this thesis is inspired by the work of scientists in the field of machine learning and es-
pecially a thesis written in MIT by Runmin Xu which presents a model for taxi demand
forecasting in New York area at a hourly interval [69]. The same principles are applied in
this thesis for sawnwood demand forecasting at a monthly interval.
1.2 Thesis outline
After the introduction, this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 gives a brief overview
of the time series forecasting and different techniques applied to it. Section 2.1 introduces
the theory of time series forecasting, after which Section 2.2 and Section 2.3 present
how the forecasting problem has been tried to solve by statistical and machine learning
methods. Finally, Section 2.4 describes the different strategies that can be applied for the
multi-step time series forecasting.
Chapter 3 describes the different kinds of machine learning algorithms which are used
in demand forecasting in this thesis. The chapter is divided into two sections. First,
Section 3.1 gives a more detailed outlook on the individual learning algorithms. After
this, Section 3.2 explains how these individual models can be combined into an ensemble
of the machine learning models.
Chapter 4 takes a closer look at selecting and optimizing hyper-parameters. The chapter
represents two strategies, the grid search and the random search, for conducting the hyper-
parameter optimization process.
Chapter 5 presents the case study which was done to evaluate the performance of the
different models presented in Chapter 3. Section 5.1 describes the content and the pre-
processing of the data. Section 5.2 presents the objectives, procedures and the programs
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that where used in conducting the experiment. Section 5.3 presents the error metrics that
were applied for evaluating the performance of the different models, before Section 5.4
highlights the key findings of the study.
Finally, Chapter 6 provides a conclusion of this thesis and suggests goals for future re-
search.
52. LITERATURE REVIEW
Chapter 2 gives an overview of the time series forecasting and different techniques applied
to it. Section 2.1 introduces briefly the concept of time series forecasting, after which two
different approaches to the time series forecasting are presented in Sections 2.2 and 2.3.
Finally, Section 2.4 describes the different strategies that can be applied for the multi-step
time series forecasting.
2.1 Time series forecasting
Time series is a set of data points, each of which presents the value of the same variable
at different times, normally at uniform intervals [12]. The data can be recorded continu-
ously through time or as discrete values, for example at daily, monthly or yearly interval
[12]. Continuous time series are usually transformed to discrete values by sampling or
aggregating the data on a chosen time interval. This helps to simplify further analysis on
the data.
Especially many economic time series are characterized by time-dependent components.
Therefore, they can be divided into three parts which are the trend, the seasonal and the
residual components. The trend of a time series can be defined as a long-term direction of
changes in the data. For the economic time series the trends usually last for multiple years
[19]. The seasonal component is a systematic or calendar-related effect on the data which
can be observed as a repetitive pattern in the data [19]. The residual component is the left-
over part of the data which cannot be explained either as a trend or a seasonal variation in
the data [19]. Dividing the time series into these three components acts usually as starting
point for the time series analysis.
Time series analysis can be used for describing, modelling, controlling or forecasting the
chosen data set [12]. This thesis focuses on the time series forecasting where the goal
is to create a model which can predict future values based on the past data. Normally
these models include a set of parameters which are estimated based on the data. After the
model is fitted into the data, the model is applied for extrapolating the future values. Thus,
most forecasting models assume that the future behaves like the past. The forecasting
models can also be applied for what-if analysis by exploring the effect of changing policy
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variables. Also in this case, the forecasting models are dependent on the assumptions
which have been made when the model was built.
2.2 Statistical methods
For a long time scholars in the field of economy, mathematics, physics and engineering
have applied various statistical models for analyzing and forecasting time series. Next a
quick overlook on these models is given. More detailed description of the models can be
found in various text-books which cover the topic thoroughly1.
Simple statistical models are usually based on two linear models called autoregressive
(AR) and moving average (MA) models. An AR model assumes that the output vari-
able depends linearly on previous output values and on a stochastic term which cannot
be predicted perfectly [12]. Therefore, the AR model can be presented as a stochastic
difference equation which can be used for simulating the future values. A MA model
uses past forecast errors to forecast future values [12]. The name moving average is
technically incorrect since the MA coefficients may not sum to unity and may also be
negative [53, 12]. This label is used by convention. Each future value can be thought
of as a weighted moving average of the forecast errors. A widely used model combines
these two models into a so called ARIMA model which is a short name for the autore-
gressive integrated moving average model. This model can predict non-stationary time
series which means that the time series can have for example seasonal or trend proper-
ties [12]. The ARIMA model has been further developed by adding exogenous variables
(ARIMAX) or seasonal components to it (SARIMA). A generalization of an AR model,
called a vector-auto-regression (VAR), is a popular model especially in economics [48].
The model uses multiple values and their interrelationships as input variables and it can
be used for analyzing multivariate time series [48].
The AR and MA based models can be applied for problems where the main interest is
in the conditional mean of the given time series, or more exactly in the process that is
generating the series. Sometimes, especially in finance, the interest might be more in the
conditional variance of the given process, i.e the heteroskedasticity. The heteroskedas-
ticity means that the magnitude of the error terms varies over time. An auto-regressive
conditional heteroscedastic (ARCH) and a generalized auto-regressive conditional het-
eroscedastic (GARCH) models focus on modelling this kind of behaviour [24, 10]. The
ARCH and GARCH models can also be applied for predicting non-linear time series or
1See for example: H. Lu¨tkepohl, New Introduction to Multiple Time Series Analysis, Springer Sci-
ence & Business Media, 2005 or G. Box et al., Time Series Analysis: Forecasting and Control,
5thEdition;Wiley; 2015:
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Figure 2.1 Types of machine learning problems. Machine learning problems can be divided into
four groups based on the type of the learning task or the type of the output variable (also known as
the predicted variable). The type of the learning task (horizontal axis) can be either supervised or
unsupervised. The type of the output variable (vertical axis) can be either continuous or discrete.
ones which have zero auto-correlation at all lags [33]. The non-linearity allows the mod-
els to change over time [38]. Since economic and financial systems are known to go
through both structural and behavioral changes, it is reasonable to assume that different
time series models may be required to explain the empirical data at different times [70].
2.3 Machine learning approaches
Statistical methods assume that the data is generated by a given stochastic model [14].
However, in reality the data mechanism can also be unknown [14]. In these situations ap-
plying the statistical methods for analyzing the data becomes increasingly more complex
or even impossible task. Instead of relying on hard-coded knowledge systems need the
ability to acquire their own knowledge, by extracting patterns from raw data [32]. This
capability is known as machine learning [32].
Machine learning algorithms can learn to execute tasks by generalizing from examples
[23]. This is a cost effective way compared to manual programming [23]. Machine learn-
ing enables the use of historical data for learning stochastic dependency between the past
and the future by using nonparametric nonlinear models [11]. Machine learning models
are also called as ”black-box” models because there is typically little knowledge of the
internal workings of these models [18].
During the last decades they have been challenging increasingly the traditional methods
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for the time series forecasting [1] by having better accuracy in their predictions and by
introducing open source tools for implementation these systems. In the 1980s, the neural
network models were introduced which are today accompanied by the support vector
machines, the random forest, the k nearest neighbours and multiple variations of these
models.
Machine learning problems can be classified into four different groups based on the type
of the learning task and the type of the output variable (Figure 2.1). The time series
forecasting is a machine learning problem where the learning task is supervised and the
output variable is continuous. This types of problems are also known as regression prob-
lems. Most of the modern machine learning models can be applied for supervised learning
tasks with both continuous and discrete output variables. This ability separates them from
the traditional statistical methods.
The machine learning algorithms are generally good at learning highly complicated pat-
terns from the given data. Sometimes learning can even be too good which leads to a
problem called over-fitting [23]. The over-fitting means that the results of the developed
model will not generalize very well [23, 22]. The error of training data can get small but
as soon as new data is introduced for the model the error gets larger. The over-fitting
problem can be explained by decomposing error in terms of bias and variance [22]. Sim-
pler models usually have a low bias and a high variance while more complex models tend
to have a higher bias and a lower variance. Choosing the right model for usually means
balancing between these two error sources. This choice affects a lot to the behaviour of
the prediction model.
In order to avoid the problem of over-fitting, the machine learning models use different
kinds of tactics to penalize the algorithm from this behaviour. Two basic ways to reduce
the over-fitting are: limiting the number of dimensions of the parameter space and lim-
iting the effective size of each dimension [55]. Techniques, like regularization or early
stopping, can be used for limiting the size of each parameter dimension [39, 61, 50]. The
number of parameters can be controlled using methods, like greedy constructive learning,
pruning or weight sharing [29, 45, 52].
2.4 Multi-step forecasting
Time series forecasting can be complicated process even if the aim is to produce a forecast
only one step forward. The process becomes considerably more complex when the goal is
changed to produce a forecast for multiple time-steps. In multi-step forecasting the model
designer has to choose between different strategies and deal with increased uncertainty
and accumulation of errors.
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There are at least five basic strategies for multi-step forecasting, named the Recursive,
the Direct, the DiRec, the Multi-Input Multi-Output (MIMO) and the DIRMO [4]. The
first one of these strategies, the Recursive strategy, produces the forecast by iterating the
forecast process n times [4]. After each iteration, the output of the N 1 iteration is fed
as an input variable for the next iteration N . The process is continued until the forecast
is calculated for the entire horizon. Thus, the Recursive strategy can be formulated as
follows
yN+h =
8>><>>:
f(yN ; :::; yN d+1) if h = 1
f(yN+h 1; :::; yN+1; yn; :::; yN d+h) if h 2 f2; :::; dg
f(yN+h 1; :::; yN d+h) if h 2 fd+ 1; :::; Hg;
(2.1)
where N is the number of data points in the time series, H is the forecasting horizon
and d is the number of lagged values of the time series used as an input values [4]. The
Recursive strategy may suffer from the accumulation of errors because the potentially
inaccurate forecast are used as an input for the subsequent time-steps [4]. Since the Re-
cursive strategy is simple to implement, the computing time is relatively low compared to
the other strategies [4].
The Direct strategy is another commonly used strategy for the multi-step forecasting [4].
In the Direct strategy, each time step h is predicted based on independent models fh so
that
yt+h = fh(yt; :::; yt d+1) + w (2.2)
with t 2 fd; :::; N   Hg and h 2 f1; :::; Hg [4]. The w denotes the noise or the error
that is included in the forecast [4]. The final prediction is a collection of the predictions
calculated based the individual models which can be formulated as follows:
yN+h = fh(yN ; :::; yN d+1): (2.3)
Thus, the Direct strategy is not prone to the accumulation of errors [62]. However, it
takes a longer time to compute the forecast with the Direct strategy than with the other
strategies, since the Direct strategy requires training of multiple models [62].
The third strategy, called the DiRec strategy, is a combination of the Recursive and the
Direct strategies. The DiRec strategy uses different models to compute each forecast
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like the Direct strategy. However, similarly to the Recursive strategy, the forecast of the
previous time-step yt+h 1 is fed as an input variable for the next time-step. This increases
the input data set in every time step with one more input variable. Each forecast yt+h is
produced thus based on an own model fh where
yt+h = fh(yt+h 1; :::; yt d+1) + w (2.4)
with t 2 fd; :::; N   Hg and h 2 f1; :::; Hg like with the Direct strategy. The final
prediction is a collection of the forecasts produced by the H models so that
yN+h =
(
fh(yN ; :::; yN d+1) if h = 1
f(yN+h 1; :::; yN+1; yN ; :::; yN d+h) if h 2 f2; :::; Hg
(2.5)
The DiRec strategy has proven to provide better results than the Recursive strategy and
the Direct strategy [63]. However, the model is computationally inefficient, which makes
it less suitable for learning problems where the models needs to be retrained continuously.
The Multi-Input Multi-Output (MIMO) strategy uses one model to predict multiple out-
puts as one operation [5]. The predicted value is a vector of future values fyt+1; :::; yt+Hg
of the time series yN [5]. The estimation of the H next values are given by
[yt+H ; :::; yt+1] = F (yt; :::; yt d+1) + w; (2.6)
where F is a vector-valued function from Rd to RH and w 2 RH is a noise vector [4].
This way, the MIMO strategy can preserve the stochastic dependency characterizing the
time series[5]. However, at the same time the flexibility and the variability is reduced
compared to the single-output approaches [5]. In addition, the returned model might get
biased [5].
The fifth, and last strategy for multi-step forecasting discussed in this thesis, is the DIRMO
strategy which is a combination of the Direct and the MIMO strategies. The DIRMO
strategy learns n models Fp from the time series [y1; :::; yN ] where
[yt+ps; :::; yt+(p 1)s+1] = Fp(yt; :::; yt d+1) + w; (2.7)
with t 2 fd; :::; N   Hg; p 2 f1; :::; ng and Fp : Rd ! Rs is a vector-valued function
if s > 1 [4]. The number of consecutive outputs to be predicted at a time is determined
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Recursive Direct MIMO
DiRec DIRMO
Figure 2.2 Five different strategies for the multi-step forecasting. There are three basic strategies
called the Recursive, the Direct and the MIMO and two combination strategies called the DiRec
and the DIRMO.The DiRec is a combination of the Recursive and the Direct strategies while the
DIRMO is a combination of the Direct and the MIMO strategies. [4]
by the variable s. The parameter s helps the DIRMO strategy to decrease the bias of the
returned model but at the same time it increases the complexity of the whole forecasting
task [65, 5]. TheH th forecast can be calculated based on the n learned models as follows:
[yN+ps; :::; yN+(p 1)s+1] = Fp(yN ; :::; yN d+1): (2.8)
Figure 2.2 summarizes the different strategies that were discussed in this section and
shows how they are interconnected to each other. In this thesis, the Direct strategy is
applied for the sawnwood demand forecasting problem because the models developed in
Python best support this strategy.
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3. MODELS
Chapter 3 describes the different models which are applied for sawnwood demand fore-
casting in this thesis. There exists multiple different variations of the models discussed
in this chapter. This thesis focuses on the basic forms of these models. The chapter is
divided into two sections. First, Section 3.1 gives a more detailed outlook on the individ-
ual learning algorithms applied in this thesis. After this, Section 3.2 explains how these
individual models can be combined into an ensemble of the machine learning models.
3.1 Learning algorithms
3.1.1 Random forests
Random forests are combinations of decision trees [13]. Each tree depends on the values
of a random vector, sampled independently and with the same distribution for all trees in
the forest [13]. The random forest acts as any other ensemble method based on random-
ization. They introduce random perturbations into the learning process which produces
multiple different models from a single learning data set [46]. These predictions are later
combined into a single prediction which should help the model to increase the gener-
alization of the results [46]. The individual randomly sampled decision trees are ideal
candidates for ensemble methods because they have high variance and low bias [46]. The
random forest is a computationally efficient technique that can operate quickly over large
data sets [46].
The random forest algorithm constructs a multitude of decision trees at training time. In
general, these decision trees can be represented by a set of questions which divides train-
ing data in smaller and smaller data sets. Like the k nearest neighbours algorithm, the
decision trees are also non-parametric which means that they can model arbitrarily com-
plex relationships between input and output values without any a priori assumptions [46].
They are easy to interpret even for people who have very little experience of statistics.
The decision tree algorithm divides the data at each node t into two subsets based on
threshold parameters [46]. The threshold parameters are chosen so that they minimize an
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X
P'm(Y = cjX = x)
....
P
P'(Y = cjX = x)
P'1(Y = cjX = x)
Figure 3.1 An example of a random forest. X denotes the input variables, Y is the output variable,
and P is a partition of the data from which X and Y are drawn. The random forest algorithm
constructs a multitude of decision trees at training time and averages the results to improve the
predictive accuracy and to control over-fitting. [46]
impurity function i(t) which depends on the task being solved. For regression problems a
common goal is to minimize the mean squared error or the residual sum of squares given
that
i(t) =
1
Nt
X
x;y2Lt
(y{byt)2 (3.1)
where Nt is the number of node samples at node t, Lt is the subset of learning samples
falling into the node t, byt is the prediction for that node and y is the actual value of the
output variable Y [46].
After each tree is constructed and trained, the random forest algorithm uses each decision
tree to calculate a prediction for the output variable y [46]. These predictions are then
combined into a final prediction value by taking an average of them. This process is
illustrated in Figure 3.1 [46].
The random forest regression algorithm also has a set of parameters which define how the
model behaves. The maximum depth of the tree determines how many levels of nodes
the model can have [59]. The larger the maximum depth is, the lower the bias usually
gets [59]. The maximum features number defines how many features the model considers
when looking for the best split [46]. The number of estimators is used for setting how
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yk=2
yk=1
X
Figure 3.2 An example of the K nearest neighbours regression. The K nearest neighbours algo-
rithm calculates weighted average of k closest observation. Line yk=1 illustrates situation where
the k = 1 and line yk=2 situation where the k = 2. The solution for yk=n is given by taking the
average of the outcome of observations.
many trees the forest includes [46]. Using more estimators helps to decrease the variance
but at the same time the computation time increases.
In this thesis, a Python package called sklearn.ensemble.RandomForestRegressor is used
for building the random forest model.
3.1.2 K nearest neighbours
K nearest neighbours (KNN) is a simple extension of the nearest neighbours method,
which is a non-parametric pattern recognition method used for classification and regres-
sion [31, 2]. The nearest neighbours methods differ from other learning methods because
their memory-based approach requires no model to be fit [46]. The nearest neighbours
algorithm queries the data set in order to find the closest observations for the given data
point in the data set [2]. The algorithm uses an Euclidean distance metric to calculate the
distance between the observations [2]. Instead of finding the single closest observation
for the given data point, the k nearest neighbours algorithm uses the weighted average of
k closest observations so that
'(x) =
1
k
X
(xi;yi)2NN(x;L;k)
yi; (3.2)
where NN(x; L; k) denotes the k nearest neighbours of x in L [31].
The choice of the parameter k is critical to the performance of the estimator [2]. Larger
k leads to a lower variance but at the same time the bias grows larger [2]. In contrast,
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by choosing a lower k value, the bias of the estimator is reduced but the variance grows
larger [2]. This is due to the fact that the k nearest neighbours algorithm calculates the
target output values as the average of the k data points, which lay closest to the given data
point [2]. The larger the k is, the more data points are taken into account when calculating
the final predicted result.
A Python package called sklearn.neighbors.KNeighborsRegressor is used for building the
k nearest neighbours model in this thesis.
3.1.3 Neural networks
Neural networks are mathematical models inspired by biological neurons. They have
been used for time series forecasting since 1980s and due to the development of new
more sophisticated structures, like the long short-term memory (LSTM) networks, the
neural networks are likely to provide answers to many time series prediction problems
in the future [47]. In general, the neural networks fit well for a variety of time series
forecasting problems because they provide flexible computing frameworks and serve as
universal function approximators.
The neural networks contain layers of individual neurons which are connected to each
other fully or partially. A training algorithm is used to find the weights for each neuron.
Based on these weights, the network calculates the weighted sum of the input values and
passes the result to the next layer through a non-linear activation function. More formally,
the inputs to the node j are linearly combined to give a weighted sum
zj = bj +
nX
i=1
wj;ixi (3.3)
where the weights b1; ::; bn and coefficientsw1; ::; wn are estimated from the data. The sum
is then modified by an activation function, like the tahn function presented in Equation
3.4, to give the input for the next layer.
tahn(z) = 22z   1 (3.4)
There are many types of activation functions available for choosing and the performance
of the functions can vary depending on the problem to be solved. At the moment, the
most promising activation function is a half-wave rectifier called the rectified linear unit
(ReLU) [41].
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Figure 3.3 An example of a dropout neural network with an input layer, a hidden layer and
an output layer. Lines represent the existing connections between the nodes (or neurons). Left: A
neural network with a hidden layer. Right: A thinned network with dropped units and connections.
[64]
Like any other regression method, also neural networks suffer from over-fitting. However,
there are plenty of options to prevent this effect. For example, the training can be stopped
as soon as the validation error starts to get worse. Also, different kinds of penalties, weight
decays, can be added to the error term when the model complexity gets higher [52]. For
learning problems with a small sample size and a limited amount of computing power, a
technique called dropout has proven to perform well [64].
In dropout regularization nodes are randomly dropped out from the neural network during
training [64]. The networks with ”thinned” layers are then combined to a single network
by approximating the average for the networks. By increasing the dropout-rate p, general-
ization of the model results can be improved [64]. However, too high drop-out rate makes
the network insensitive to changes in the data. Thus, choosing the right the dropout rate
affects how well the model will perform.
A Python package called Keras is used to build the neural networks used in this thesis.
Keras provides the features for building basic neural network models with the weight
decay and the drop-out regularization.
3.1.4 Support vector machines
Like the neural networks, support vector machines (SVMs) have traditionally been used
for classification problems. However, due to their great ability to produce generalized
results, SVMs have also been successfully applied for regression problems, like time
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Figure 3.4 An example of a support vector machine regression with a linear kernel. The support
vector machine algorithm finds a hyperplane for which the data points are placed within the
tolerated error margin . The data points that lie outside the dashed lines contribute to the cost,
as the deviations are penalized, in the linear kernel case, in a linear fashion by the slack variables
 and . The degree of penalized loss can be modified by a positive constant C. [60]
series forecasting. In a classification problem, support vector machines search for a hyper-
plane which produces a maximal margin between the vectors of the two classes [21]. The
location of this hyper-plane is determined by the data points which lie closest to the hyper-
plane. Similarly, in a regression problem, SVMs try to minimize the given error function
J =
1
2
kw2k+ C
MX
m=1
Loss(ym; f(xm)) (3.5)
where w is the weight vector, xm is the mth training input, ym is the target output and
Loss(ym; f(xm)) is the loss function [60].
Support vector machines use a structural minimization principle to approximate a function
by minimizing the upper bound of the generalization error [68, pp.94-96]. This approach
helps SVMs to avoid the over-fitting problem and to improve the generalization of the
results [68, pp.94-96]. The solution of SVMs is always at the global optimum because
training SVMs resembles optimizing a linearly constrained quadratic programming prob-
lem [17].
Support vector machines use different kinds of similarity functions, called kernels, to map
the feature vectors implicitly into a higher-dimensional space, without explicitly building
a higher-dimensional representation [60]. This new enriched representation can be then
solved in a simple linear fashion [60]. Thus, SVMs performance is improved in problems
where there is a high amount of input features but a low amount of samples [60].
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A Python package called sklearn.svm.SVR is used for building the two different sup-
port vector regression models applied in this thesis [54]. The sklearn.svm.SVR package
includes four different kernel types, named the linear, the polynomial, the radial basis
function and the sigmoid. All these kernels use a penalty parameter  as the error term.
The degree of the penalty can by modified by multiplying it with a positive constant C.
In addition, both the polynomial and the radial basis kernel functions also use an extra
parameter  which controls how wide-spread an influence support vectors have. Gener-
ally speaking, a small C value results in a high variance and a low bias, while a large C
value leads to just the opposite result. In the same way, a large  leads to a high bias and
a low variance, and vice versa. The first model of the two models based on the support
vector machine algorithm, uses a polynomial function as the kernel for the model. For the
second model, the radial basis function (RBF) is chosen as the kernel type.
3.2 Ensemble methods
Section 3.1 described multiple different machine learning models, which can be used for
regression problems. In practice, it is easy to implement all of these models with modern
open source tools and train the models on the same data. After the training is done, the
best performing model can be selected for generating the final predictions. However,
instead of selecting one best model, better results can often be achieved by combining
the predictions generated by different learning algorithms [23, 64]. This kind of model
ensembles are now a standard [3].
There are three basic questions one has to answer when constructing an ensemble model.
One should choose what kind of models are included in the ensemble estimator, how will
the input features be fed to the models, and how will the results of the different models be
combined.
The models chosen for the ensemble estimator can be either homogeneous or heteroge-
neous [44]. In a homogeneous ensemble estimator, all models use the same algorithm to
find the best fit for the training data. Making multiple estimations with the same model,
can help to reduce the test error [9, pp. 364-369]. Homogeneous ensemble estimators
enable also dividing the prediction problem into smaller sub-samples which can be then
learned individually [37]. In contrast, in heterogeneous models, different types of learning
algorithms are used to find the best fit for the training data [44]. Heterogeneous ensemble
models utilize the unique capabilities of different learning algorithms to help the model
capture the different patterns in the data [44].
Also the input features can be fed to the models in two ways. One may choose to feed
all input features in the same manner to all the models and rely that models can choose
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the best features themselves. Another option is to customize the input features for each
model. This kind of collaborative models should be able to take better advantage of the
special characteristics of the individual learning algorithms. This way it is also possible
to better avoid the curse of dimensionality because the number of input featured fed to a
model can be reduced.
In regression problems, the models can be combined simply by averaging the results of
individual models [9, pp. 653-654]. Another possibility is to view the model combination
in an ordinary least squares framework. In this case, individual forecasts act as the ex-
planatory variables and the actual values as the response values [20]. However, the second
method requires enough data so that both the individual and the ensemble models can be
trained. This means that the data is split into five different data sets.
In this thesis, an ensemble model, which combines the five models described in Sec-
tion 3.1, is used for the sawnwood demand forecasting problem. These models are the
Random forest, the K nearest neighbours, the Neural network, the Support vector ma-
chine with the polynomial kernel and the Support vector machine with the RBF kernel.
The models are combined into the Ensemble estimator by taking the weighted average of
these individual models’ predictions. Thus, the final prediction y is
y(x;w) =
NX
j=1
wyj; (3.6)
where w is a set of weights, yj is the prediction output of the model j, N is number of the
models.
The weights are assigned to the models based on the cross-validation scores so that better
performing models get higher weights. While a smaller cross-validation means a smaller
error, then the weight for the model j is calculated by taking the inverse of cross-validation
scores. Before taking the inverse of the scores, the score can be raised to the power p
wj =
1
pj
; (3.7)
where wj is the weight and  is the cross-validation error for the model j.
Figure 3.5 illustrates the Ensemble estimator applied to the sawnwood demand forecast-
ing. The input data is fed to all five models in the same format. After this each model is
trained and tested. The cross-validation picks the best settings for the individual models.
Next, the Ensemble estimator is formed by taking the weighted sum of the models’ pre-
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Figure 3.5 The Ensemble estimator. The input data is fed to all five models in the same format.
Next, each model is trained and tested. The cross-validation picks the best setting for the individual
model, after which an ensemble of these models is formed by taking the weighted sum of the
predictions produced by the models. The weights are assigned for the models based on the cross-
validation score. As the result of this process, the estimator will produce the final prediction.
dictions based on the cross-validation score. As the result of this process, the estimator
will produce the final prediction.
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4. SELECTING AND OPTIMIZING
HYPER-PARAMETERS
All the machine learning models used in this thesis have some parameters which have to
be set before the models can be trained to the data set. For the k nearest neighbours, these
are the number of neighbours and the distribution of weights assigned to each neighbour.
More advanced models, like the classifiers based on sophisticated feature extraction tech-
niques, might have up to fifty parameters which affect the performance of the model [8].
These hyper-parameters affect the way the model behaves when new data is introduced to
it. The target for choosing these hyper-parameters is usually to minimize the testing error
[7]. This way, the results of the model can be generalized better. The problem of identify-
ing the best values for the given hyper-parameters is called hyper-parameter optimization
[7].
If the hyper-parameters are defined as vector , which contains all the values controlling
the algorithm execution, then the hyper-parameter optimization can be formulated as a
minimization problem, that is:
minf() = L(A;Dtrain;Dvalid); (4.1)
where Dtrain is the training data set, Dvalid is the validation data set, A is the machine
learning algorithm and L is the loss function [7]. However in reality, solving this equation
is in most cases impossible because it would require that the true generalization error of
the model could be computed [7]. Thus, the range of possible values for each hyper-
parameter must be limited so that a computer algorithm can search through the hyper-
parameters set and select the best values for the parameters.
The hyper-parameter optimization algorithm can take two basic forms: the grid search
or the random search. The grid search algorithm is a traditional way for tuning the
hyper-parameters. The grid search algorithm searches exhaustively through a subset of
the hyper-parameter space which is formed by assembling every possible combination
of individual parameter values. However, the number of possible combinations grows
exponentially to the number of hyper-parameters to be optimized [7]. This can be com-
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Table 4.1 The hyper-parameters used in the models. The hyper-parameters listed in the table
will be optimized with the randomized search algorithm. The models applied in this thesis also
include additional parameters which are not listed in the table. These parameters will be set to
their default values.
Model Hyper-parameters
K nearest neighbours Number of neighbours, Weight function
Random forest Maximum depth of the tree, Number of the estimators
Support vector poly C, 
Support vector rbf C, 
Neural network Weight decay, Dropout rate
putationally expensive if the number of hyper-parameters gets high.
Another commonly used method for the hyper-parameter selection is the random search
algorithm [7, 8, 40]. The random search algorithm draws samples of parameters from a
distribution over possible hyper-parameter values [7]. Compared to the grid search al-
gorithm, the random search algorithm has proven to find as good or even better results
with significantly less computing capacity [7, 8]. Usually machine learning algorithms
are more sensitive to changes in some dimensions than others [16, 7]. The random search
algorithm enables setting test cases more efficiently so that they can better cover the rel-
evant dimensions [7]. With the random search algorithm, it is also easier to control the
computing time if the dimensions change because the number of iterations is usually pre-
defined in these algorithms. This is beneficial especially when building ensemble models
for multiple data sets, because the computing time increases exponentially to the number
of different learning algorithms used for training the different data sets.
In this thesis, the random search algorithm is used for selecting the hyper-parameters for
each model. Table 4.1 lists the hyper-parameters for each machine learning model that is
used for predicting the sawnwood demand in this thesis. The number of iterations used
for searching the optimal parameter depends on the feature space of each model.
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5. CASE STUDY
Chapter 5 presents the case study which was performed to evaluate the performance of
the different machine learning models presented in Chapter 3. This chapter is divided
into four sections. Section 5.1 describes the content and the preprocessing of data. After
this, Section 5.2 presents the objectives, procedures and programs that where used in
conducting the experiment. In Section 5.3 the error metrics that were applied to evaluate
the performance of the different models are defined. Finally, Section 5.4 concludes the
key findings of the study.
5.1 Data
5.1.1 Predicted variable
Each of the six machine learning models presented in Chapter 3 are tested on four different
data sets. First two data sets represent the sawnwood demand in cubic meters (m3) in the
Finnish market so that the first data set is for whitewood (Picea abies) and the second
for redwood (Pinus sylvestris). In these two cases, the sawnwood demand is measured as
the total sawnwood consumption in Finland. Since there is no value readily available for
sawnwood consumption, sawnwood consumption is calculated based on the production,
warehousing and trade statistics using the following equation
Consumption = Production+ Import  Export Warehouse change (5.1)
The third and the fourth data set represent the demand for imported sawnwood in France.
Similarly to the Finnish market, data is collected separately for whitewood and redwood
and measured in cubic meters (m3). The granularity of the data corresponds to the eight
digit level in the Harmonized Systems (HS) classification - a classification scheme used
by the World Customs Organizations.
Sawnwood trade production and warehousing data are collected from the database of the
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Figure 5.1 The whitewood consumption in Finland. The dashed line represents the monthly
consumption of whitewood in Finland calculated based on Equation 5.1. The solid black
line is the trend of the whitewood consumption calculated as the twelve months moving av-
erage of the consumption values. The data is collected from the Eurostat’s (available at
http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat) and the Finnish Forest Industries Association’s databases (available
for request from https://www.forestindustries.fi/statistics/ for the members of the association).
Finnish Forest Industries Association which is available for the members of the associa-
tion. Trade statistics for Finland and France are collected from Eurostat’s (the statistical
office of the European communities) database. Table 5.1 summarizes the content and the
sources for the data of the predicted variables.
Data is collected for a time period from 1st of January 2002 to 30th of June 2016 at a
monthly frequency. This corresponds to a total amount of 174 labelled data points for the
predicted variable and for the input features described in the next section (Section 5.1.2).
Figure 5.1 illustrates what the data looks like for the whitewood data set of Finland. The
figure shows that the data is characterized by strong seasonality and the demand might
also undergo structural changes.
5.1.2 Features for sawnwood demand forecasting
In addition to the historical values for the trade data, a number of features are used as lead-
ing indicators for predicting the sawnwood demand in the given market. Leading indica-
tors are economic variables which anticipate or contain useful information for predicting
future developments in other variables. As it was stated earlier in this thesis, sawnwood
demand can be seen as a derived demand of the different end uses of sawnwood. Based on
the expert knowledge of the case company’s representatives, several features were identi-
fied as the leading indicators for the sawnwood demand. After multiple iteration rounds,
the list was reduced to six indicators: historical demand values, building permits, housing
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loans, production in construction industry, month and year. These indicators are used as
the leading indicators in all four models. Table 5.2 gives a detailed description of each
indicator. In addition, multiple different leading indicators, like foreign exchange rates,
gross domestic production, purchase manager index were fed as an input variable for the
models. However, these indicators were excluded from the final data set of input features
because they did not improve the performance of the model.
Historical demand values: The previous twelve months demand values act as input
values for each model. The historical demand values set the baseline for the forecast and
help the forecast models to pick the potential lags from the demand data.
Building permits: A building permit is the final authorization to start work on a building
project and usually they are granted by public authorities in response to an application
based on a specific building plan [26]. Building permits are measured in this thesis as
the square metres of useful floor area granted in a given month. The number of building
permits provides information about the workload of the construction industry in the near
future [26]. Eurostat states that there are differences in the rules and procedures according
to which such permits are granted in the European Union Member States, but in none of
the countries does the permit imply an obligation to start the construction [26]. This is
why the number of building permits overestimates the actual building projects realized
later in the future [26].
Housing loans: Housing loans are defined in this thesis as loans to households for the
purpose of purchasing a house or improving a house purchased earlier. For Finland and
France the amount of Euro-denominated housing loans is available in European Central
Bank’s database as a floating rate or as an initial rate fixation to euro area households
[25]. Housing loans are usually secured by residential property (i.e. mortgage loans) that
is used for house purchase or by other types of assets [25].
Production in construction: Production in construction indicates the output and activity
of the construction sector measured as monthly changes in the volume of the output [28].
Production in construction is compiled as a fixed base year volume-index so that the
current base year is 2010 (Index 2010 = 100) [28]. Both building construction and civil
engineering works are included in this index [28].
Month: Month is included into the input data set as an integer value. This helps the
machine learning models to pick seasonality from the sawnwood demand data which is
important due to the strong seasonality effect in the sawnwood demand.
Year: Year is also given as an integer value. This should help the different learning
algorithms to better capture the trend from the demand data.
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Table 5.1 The description of the predicted variable data sets used in the testing of model. The
models are tested on four different data sets: whitewood (Data set 1) and redwood (Data set
2) consumption in Finland and whitewood (Data set 3) and redwood (Data set 4) import to
France. All values are collected as floating point values. Eurostat’s database is available at
http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat and Finnish Forest Industries’ data sets are available for request from
https://www.forestindustries.fi/statistics/ for the members of the association.
Data set Country Species Data Source Unit
Data set 1 Finland Whitewood Import Eurostat m3
Export Eurostat m3
Production Finnish Forest Industries m3
Warehouse Finnish Forest Industries m3
Data set 2 Finland Redwood Import Eurostat m3
Export Eurostat m3
Production Finnish Forest Industries m3
Warehouse Finnish Forest Industries m3
Data set 3 France Whitewood Import Eurostat m3
Data set 4 France Redwood Import Eurostat m3
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5.1.3 Processing the data
The data is collected into data sheets where each row represents a certain time period and
each column consists of the input data for a given feature. Before the learning algorithms
can be fitted into the data, the data is standardized by removing the mean and scaling to
unit variance. This helps machine learning algorithms to perform better because many
of them (e.g. support vector machine and neural networks) assume that all features are
centered around zero and have a variance in the same order [35, 58, 42]. A feature that
has an orders of magnitude larger variance than other features might dominate the objec-
tive function and make the estimator unable to learn from the other features correctly or
learning might become slower [35, 42].
Standardization is done so that
z =
x  

(5.2)
with mean
 =
1
N
NX
i=1
(xi) (5.3)
and standard deviation
 =
vuut 1
N
NX
i=1
(xi   )2 (5.4)
The final results are calculated by reversing this process after the learning algorithms have
been fitted to the data and the validation results are calculated based on the fitted models.
After standardization the data is split into training, validation and testing sets. The data
from January 2002 to May 2014 is used for training and validation, and the rest of the
data is used for the final testing of the developed model. The training and the validation
values are treated as a single data set because the validation is done using K-fold cross
validation. In this process, a training sample is divided into k sub-samples of which k  1
samples are used for training and one sample is used for validation at once. The procedure
is repeated k times so that each sub-sample is used once as a validation set. In this thesis,
k is set to five which means that the sample is divided so that 120 data points are used for
the training and 30 data points for the validation. The K-fold cross-validation is chosen
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Figure 5.2 An example of splitting data into the training, the validation and the testing data sets.
Each of the four data sets is divided into three parts: the training, the validation and the testing
data sets. The training and validation of the models is done by using the K-fold cross validation in
which the training sample is divided into k sub-samples of which k 1 sample are used for training
and one sample for validation at once. The procedure is repeated k times so that each sub-sample
is used once as validation set. After the training and validation are done the performance of the
models is tested with the testing data set.
as validation method because it should provide a robust model selection [6]. This is an
useful feature for the validation model selection when the chosen model should perform
well on multiple different data sets.
After the data is split to training, validation and testing data sets, the data is transformed
into the input and output data sets. The input data set is formulated so that for each time
period t, twelve most recent values of each input variable are combined as a single input
array. For example, for the forecast of whitewood import to France at the time period t,
for each input variable x values at time periods t   1:::t   12 are picked into the input
array. Thus, the input values at time t are:
Inputdata(t) = x1(t); :::; x1(x 11); :::; xj(t); :::; xj(t 11) (5.5)
This way each input data set for whitewood import to France contains in total 72 variables
(6 input features, 12 data points for each feature) which are used for predicting the output
variables y.
In the same way, output variables are transformed into data sets which contain demand
values for next twelve months.
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Outputdata(t) = y(t1); :::; y(t12) (5.6)
Using the Direct strategy introduced in Section 2.4, t functions ft(x) are estimated from
the data. The final prediction is a collection of the predictions calculated based the indi-
vidual models which can be formulated as follows:
yt+1; yt+13; :::; yn 12 = f1(x1(t); :::; x1(t 11); :::; xj(t); :::; xj(t 11))
yt+2; yt+14; :::; yn 11 = f2(x1(t1); :::; x1(t 10); :::; xj(t1); :::; xj(t 10))
:::
yt n 12; :::; yn = ft(x1(tn 1); :::; x1(tn 11); :::; xj(tn 11); :::; xj(tn 11));
(5.7)
where n is the number of the input-output data set combinations, t is the horizon for the
forecast (i.e the number of the time-steps for which the forecast is produced) and j is the
number of input features.
5.1.4 Potential problems with the data
Discrepancies in the data are known problems with trade statistics in general and espe-
cially for the trade statistics of forest products. These discrepancies create noise to the
trade statistics which will affect the accuracy of the predictions. For example, researchers
have analyzed the differences between SITC (Standard international trade classification)
Revision 2 total trade values and values for four-digit SITC components published in
United Nations’ Comtrade database [57]. The results point out that the values for these
two reporting levels differentiated 1 percentage for OECD (Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development) countries and 2.7 percentage for high income non-OECD
countries. This can be seen as a lower limit for the forecasting error.
In addition, the trade data can be quite erratic [67, 27]. Solely the time lag, which is the
result of transport times and delays in processing the same operation, can be recorded un-
der a different reference period [27]. For this reason, the forecasting errors are calculated
also from the moving average with different window lengths.
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5.2 Experiment design
5.2.1 Objectives
The objective of this experiment is to evaluate the performance of each prediction model
in predicting the sawnwood demand in the selected markets. The performance is evaluated
on overall level and for each market separately. The models are ranked based on their
performance. In addition, the performance of the models is examined by comparing the
moving average of prediction values to the moving average of actual values. The models
are validated by forecasting the next twelve months’ sawnwood demand for all four data
sets. The demand data is aggregated by one month.
5.2.2 Procedures
The experiment is done by performing training and prediction for each market model
individually. The models are run using an Intel core i5 processor which has 4 cores and 4
GB memory. On average, the models run approximately 6 minutes, and as a result of the
experiment 30 sets of twelve month forecast for each of the four markets is formulated.
This makes a total of 1 440 data points which can be used for evaluating the performance
of the models.
The forecasting process includes five steps. First, the data is collected from the sources
mentioned in Tables 5.1 and 5.2. After this, the data is preprocessed as described in
Section 5.1.3. The data is not modified or cleaned before the preprocessing. Next, the
individual models are trained and cross-validated based on the training and validation
data sets. Once the models are trained and the optimal values for the hyper-parameters
are selected based on the cross-validation, the weights for the Ensemble estimator are
assigned based on the cross-validation score. Finally, the newly constructed Ensemble
estimator and the individual models are used for calculating the forecast for the validation
data set. The performance of the models is evaluated based on these predictions and the
performance metrics presented in the Section 5.3.
5.2.3 Programs
The models and the data collection for the models are coded in Python. The forecasting
program uses multiple different Python packages. The standardization of data is done by
sklearn.preprocessing package. The cross-validation for the models is done by the Ran-
domizedSearchCV method of the sklearn.model selection package. The packages which
are used for building each model are mentioned in Chapter 3 - Models.
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5.3 Performance metrics
Machine learning algorithms need an objective function to separate the well performing
models from the ones that performs weekly [23]. The objective function is used both
internally by the optimization function and externally by the model developer to evaluate
the model performance. An external objective function, or functions, may differ from the
internal objective functions. For external model evaluation, a good strategy is to use mul-
tiple objective functions. In this thesis, the model performance is evaluated by calculating
the mean absolute error (MAE), the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) and the root
mean squared error (RMSE) for the developed models and for a naive forecast. After this,
the results are compared with one another.
The mean absolute error is the average of the absolute prediction errors. The MAE is
a good metric for comparing the performance of different models in the same data set.
Especially if the model developer is well aware of the output data characteristics, this
measurement gives a good sense of how far away the prediction is from the actual values.
The MAE is calculated by the following equation
MAE =
1
n
nX
t=1
jjFt   Aijj (5.8)
where n denotes the number of data points, Ft the predicted values at time t and At the
actual values at time t.
Another good option for comparing the performance of different prediction models in
the same data set is the root mean squared error which is the square root of the average
of squared prediction errors. The RMSE incorporates both the variance and the bias
which usually leads to more stable models. Compared to the regular mean squared error
(MSE), RMSE might be easier to interpret because the error measure has the same unit of
measurement as the predicted value. The RMSE can be calculated by taking the square
root of the mean squared error so that
RMSE =
vuut 1
n
nX
t=1
(Ft   At)2; (5.9)
in which n is the number of data points, Ft the predicted values at time t and the At actual
values at time t.
However, the MAE and the RMSE are not suitable for comparing prediction errors be-
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tween different data sets. For this purpose, the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE)
is a better option. The MAPE is also intuitively easy to understand. The MAPE can be
calculated in the following way
MAPE =
1
n
nX
t=1
jjFt   At
At
jj (5.10)
where n denotes the number of data points, Ft the predicted values at time t and At the
actual values at time t. Sometimes the MAPE might get infinite values if the actual values
get close to zero. In this thesis all data values for each data set are fairly large positive
numbers. For this reason, the MAPE will provide sensible results.
In addition to these three standard error metrics, the models are benchmarked against the
naive forecast which is formed by taking an average of n previous values of the actual
demand for the same month. This way, the naive forecast can be defined as
Dt =
1
n
nX
t=1
Dt n (5.11)
where Dt is the forecast for the demand at given month t, Dt n is the actual demand at
the same month in previous years and n is the number of years which are included to the
average calculation. In this thesis, n is set to 3 because this produces the best estimate
for the different data sets. For example, the naive forecast for the demand for sawnwood
in May 2018 can be calculated as the average of the the demand for sawnwood in May
2015, 2016 and 2017.
5.4 Findings
The models are first compared by calculating the average error rates of all four data sets.
Table 5.3a presents the MAE, the MAPE and the RMSE for each of the seven models.
The Ensemble estimator has lower error rates than the other six forecasting models mea-
sured both in absolute (MAE and RMSE) and relative (MAPE) measures. The Support
vector machine with polynomial kernel produces the second best forecast measured in
all three error metrics and after it the third best model is the Neural network. The high-
est error rates are obtained by the K nearest neighbours algorithm which performs worst
measured in MAPE, MAE and RMSE. In addition, the K nearest neighbours model is
the only model which performs worse than the Naive forecast measured in all three error
metrics. Also, the Random forest model has higher MAPE than the Naive forecast but
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Table 5.3 The MAPE, the MAE and the RMSE of each model. The errors are calculated as the
average of the four data sets (a) from monthly values and (b) from twelve month moving averages.
The embolden values represent the lowest error rate for each performance metric.
(a) Monthly data
Model MAPE MAE RMSE
Naive forecast 24.27 22 279 30 631
K nearest neighbours 28.62 24 584 32 475
Random forest 27.41 21 796 29 863
Support vector poly 17.53 14 952 21 950
Support vector rbf 18.70 16 925 25 026
Neural network 18.51 16 261 22 669
Ensemble estimator 17.24 14 736 21 292
(b) Twelve months moving average
Model MAPE MAE RMSE
Naive forecast 16.22 17 004 20 068
K nearest neighbours 20.26 20 152 23 480
Random forest 18.08 18 427 21 820
Support vector poly 5.32 5 922 7 399
Support vector rbf 4.03 3 891 5 789
Neural network 5.39 5 114 6 826
Ensemble estimator 4.07 4 118 5 362
it scores lower MAE and RMSE values than the Naive forecast. Therefore, it seems that
the models can be divided into two groups based on their performance. The first group
includes the models which perform better than the Naive forecast measured in all three
error metrics. The second group includes the models that perform worse than the Naive
forecast measured in one or more error metrics. The first group consist of four models,
which are the Ensemble estimator, the Neural network and the Support vector model with
both polynomial and radial basis function kernel. The second group includes two models
which are the K nearest neighbours and the Random forest.
Table 5.3b shows that error rates drop significantly when the rates are calculated from
twelve months moving average of the predicted and actual values. The drop can be ex-
plained partly by the fact that the twelve months moving average smooths the strong
seasonality in the data. For the Ensemble estimator, the MAPE drops 13.17 percentage
points from 17.24 percentage to 4.07 percentage. Also for the Naive forecast, the MAPE
drops 8.05 percentage points from 24.27 percentage to 16.22 percentage. The lowest
MAPE is obtained by a model which uses the Support vector machine algorithm with
radial basis function kernel. This model also scores the lowest value for MAE. However,
the Ensemble estimator has the lowest RMSE, which means that on average the Ensemble
estimator has few very large errors.
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Figure 5.3 An example of the results for twelve months rolling forecast. The figure illustrates the
difference of the predictions calculated based on the Ensemble estimator and the Naive forecast
for a one year time period. The lines represent the twelve months moving averages.
The drop in the error rate is more significant for the more advanced learning algorithms
(i.e Support vector machines, Neural network and Ensemble estimator) than for the more
conventional models (i.e K nearest neighbours and Random forest). This indicates that
these models are able to capture better the changes in the long-term trends of the sawn-
wood demand. Figure 5.3 illustrates well how this effect can be seen when the forecast
produced by the Ensemble estimator and the Naive forecast are compared. The Naive
forecast produces results that seem to be going on just the opposite direction than where
the market is going. The Ensemble estimator is able to predict the direction of the demand
even if it is not able to capture fully the dynamics of the market.
Also, when taking the sum of ranks for each model per data set, the same models seem
to be performing the best. The sum of ranks is calculated so that every model gets a rank
number based on how well it performs on a given data set. The best-performing model
gets rank number one and the worst-performing model rank number seven. The same
ranking process is done for all four data sets. After each data set and model combination
has a rank number, the rank numbers are summed.
Table 5.4a shows the MAPEs and the rankings based on the MAPE for each data set and
model. The Support vector machine with the radial basis function kernel has the lowest
rank sum for MAPE (9). The model has the lowest MAPE for both the whitewood data set
of Finland and the whitewood data set of France. The Neural network performs best on the
redwood data set of Finland while the Support vector machine with the polynomial kernel
scores the lowest MAPE for the redwood data set of France. However, the difference
in the error rates is not very large for the three best-performing models. The standard
deviation of the MAPE varies from 1.1 to 3.3 percentage points while the average MAPE
varies from 13.5 to 28.5 percentage.
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Table 5.4 (a) MAPE, ranking based on the MAPE and sum of the ranks for each model and
data set, (b) MAE, ranking based on the MAE and sum of the ranks for each model and data
set, (c) RMSE, ranking based on the RMSE and sum of the ranks for each model and data set
Nf=Naive forecast, Knn=K nearest neighbours, Rf=Random forest, Svmp=Support vector ma-
chine with polynomial kernel, Svmr=Support vector machine with RBF kernel, Nn=Neural net-
work, Ee=Ensemble estimator
(a) MAPE
Dataset Nf Knn Rf Svmp Svmr Nn Ee
Finland whitewood 16(2) 25(7) 22(6) 20(5) 15(1) 17(4) 16(3)
Finland redwood 39(6) 36(5) 39(7) 26(2) 34(4) 26(1) 28(3)
France whitewood 16(2) 25(7) 22(6) 20(5) 15(1) 17(4) 16(3)
France redwood 16(5) 24(7) 21(6) 12(1) 14(3) 15(4) 13(2)
Sum of ranks (15) (26) (25) (13) (9) (13) (11)
(b) MAE
Dataset Nf Knn Rf Svmp Svmr Nn Ee
Finland whitewood 16 793(2) 23 202(7) 18 488(5) 18 316(4) 18 186(3) 18 856(6) 15 545(1)
Finland redwood 38 416(7) 35 190(5) 36 390(6) 26 408(1) 35 003(4) 26 689(2) 28 024(3)
France whitewood 16 793(2) 23 202(7) 18 488(5) 18 316(4) 18 186(3) 18 856(6) 15 545(1)
France redwood 3 544(5) 4 648(7) 4 111(6) 2 664(1) 3 002(3) 3 167(4) 2 755(2)
Sum of ranks (16) (26) (22) (10) 13) (18) (7)
(c) RMSE
Dataset Nf Knn Rf Svmp Svmr Nn Ee
Finland whitewood 22 602(2) 30 468(7) 25 780(6) 24 333(5) 22 860(3) 23 834(4) 20 408(1)
Finland redwood 44 796(7) 40 878(4) 43 239(6) 32 819(2) 41 595(5) 32 135(1) 33 660(3)
France whitewood 22 602(2) 30 468 (7) 25 780(6) 24 333(5) 22 860(3) 23 834(4) 20 408(1)
France redwood 4 181(5) 5 279(7) 4 583(6) 3 235(1) 3 568(3) 3 827(4) 3 299(2)
Sum of ranks (16) (25) (24) (13) (14) (13) (7)
The Neural network, the Support vector machine with the polynomial kernel, the Support
vector machine with the RBF kernel and the Ensemble estimator get the lowest sum of
ranks when the error metric is changed to MAE as can be seen from the Table 5.4b.
This time the Ensemble estimator has the lowest rank sum of 7 while the Support vector
machine with the polynomial kernel has the second lowest rank sum of 10. The Ensemble
estimator has the lowest MAE value for the both whitewood data sets while the Support
vector machine with the polynomial kernel has the lowest MAE for the both redwood data
sets.
Finally, Table 5.4c shows the same comparison for the models with RMSE as the error
metric. This time, the Ensemble estimator has the lowest sum of ranks because it gets
the lowest RMSE for the both whitewood data sets and the second lowest RMSE for the
redwood data set of France. The Support vector machine with the polynomial kernel and
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the Neural network model share the second place with the rank sum of 13. The Neural
network has the lowest RMSE value for the redwood data set of Finland while the Support
vector machine with the polynomial kernel has the lowest RMSE value for the redwood
data set of France.
Figure 5.4 summarizes the results of the rank sum comparisons. The figure shows that
the rank sums vary especially for the Support vector machine with the RBF kernel and for
the Neural network. The rank sum for the Support vector machine with the RBF kernel
is 9 when the MAPE is used as the error metric but it grows to 14 when the error metric
is changed to the RMSE. Similar difference can be seen also when comparing the rank
sums of different error metrics for the Neural network. The rank sum is 13 when the error
is measured as MAPE or RMSE but it grows to 18 when the MAE is used as the error
metric. Also, the Ensemble estimator has higher sum of ranks when the error metric is
the MAPE than when the error metric is either RMSE or MAE. In contrast, the Naive
forecast and the K nearest neighbours have only minor changes in the rank sums. The
Naive forecast gets the rank sum 15 when the error metric is the MAPE and 16 when the
error metric is the RMSE or the MAE. In the same way, the K nearest neighbours has
the rank sum 26 when the error metric is the MAPE or the MAE, and 25 when the error
metric is the RMSE.
The changes in the rank sums get smaller when the error rates are calculated from two
month rolling means and they diminish when the error rates are calculated from the twelve
months rolling means. Thus, it seems that the different models give more ambiguous
results when the error rates are calculated based on the rolling mean with the shorter
window length.
5.4.1 Comparing the performance of the models on different
markets
European sawnwood markets follow demand patterns that are similar kind with one an-
other. The demand is usually higher during spring and autumn seasons and lower during
summer and winter seasons. The demand also varies a lot from month to month. However,
there are also some differences between the demand in different markets which makes it
interesting to compare the prediction accuracy of the different models also on a market
level. This comparison is done by calculating the MAPE from the rolling means calcu-
lated with different window lengths. The MAPE is used because it allows the comparison
of time series with different scales. The results are illustrated in Figures 5.5a and 5.5b for
the whitewood and the redwood data sets of Finland and in Figures 5.5c and 5.5d for the
whitewood and the redwood data sets of France.
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Figure 5.4 Sum of ranks for each model calculated based on MAPE, MAE and RMSE (More
detailed information is provided in Appendices A, B and C.). Every model gets a rank number
based on how well it performs on a given data set. The best model gets rank number one and the
worst model rank number seven. The same is done for all four data sets. After the each data set is
ranked, the rank numbers are summed.
The results show that all seven models get the highest MAPE for the redwood data set of
Finland. The difference to the second highest MAPE varies from 0.26 to 4.67 percentage
points depending on the model. Both Support vector machine models, the K nearest
neighbours and the Ensemble estimator score the lowest MAPEs for the whitewood data
set of France while the K nearest neighbours and the Random forest get the lowest MAPE
for the redwood data set of France. The Naive forecast is the only model which has the
lowest MAPE value for the whitewood data set of Finland. The difference between the
lowest and the highest MAPE values is biggest for the Support vector machine with the
radial basis function kernel which has a spread of 25.19 percentage points between the
French whitewood and Finnish redwood data sets.
The MAPEs drop significantly when the error rates are calculated from rolling means with
the longer window lengths. At the same time, also the rankings between different data sets
change. Only the Naive forecast has the lowest and the highest MAPE for the same data
sets with different window lengths. Figures 5.5a and 5.5b give more detailed information
of the performance of each model on the redwood and the whitewood data sets of Finland
when the MAPE is calculated from the rolling mean with different window lengths. The
biggest drop in the error rate can be seen when the window length is changed from one to
two. For the Naive forecast, the Random forest and the K nearest neighbours models, the
error rate levels out after the window length gets greater than four months. For the other
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four models, the error rate goes down until the twelve months limit is reached.
A comparison of Figures 5.5a and 5.5b shows that the MAPEs are smaller for the white-
wood data set of Finland than for the redwood data set of Finland when the window length
is under eight months for most of the models. The only exception is the Support vector
machine with the polynomial kernel for which the MAPE gets smaller for the redwood
data set already after the window length grows greater that two months. After this, the
MAPEs get smaller for the redwood data set. However, with the longer window lengths
the difference between the MAPEs decreases. With the window length of 12 months,
the smallest MAPE for the whitewood and the redwood data sets are 1.81 (obtained by
the Support vector machine with the RBF kernel) and 2.45 (obtained by the Ensemble
estimator) percentage respectively.
The same effect also applies to the French market. For the two Support vector machine
models, the Neural network and the Ensemble estimator, the forecasts for the whitewood
data set are more accurate than for the redwood data set when the window length is smaller
than three months for the Neural network, seven months for the Support vector machine
with the polynomial kernel, nine months for the Support vector machine with the RBF
kernel and six months for the Ensemble estimator (Figures 5.5c and 5.5d). After this,
the MAPE is smaller for the redwood forecasts. For the Naive forecast, the K nearest
neighbours and the Random forest, the effect for the both data sets of France is just the
opposite as with the data sets of Finland: the MAPEs are smaller for the redwood data
set with every window length. (Figures 5.5c and 5.5d). With a window length of twelve
months, the smallest MAPE is obtained by the Support vector machine with the RBF
kernel for the whitewood data set of France (4.07 percentage) and by the Support vector
machine with the polynomial kernel for the redwood data set of France (3.99 percentage).
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Figure 5.5 MAPE for the forecasts of whitewood (a) and redwood (b) demand in Finland and for
whitewood (c) and redwood (d) import to France using different window lengths for calculating
the moving average. The MAPE is calculated for window lengths from 1 to 12 for seven different
models: Nf=Naive forecast, Knn=K nearest neighbours, Rf=Random forest, Svmp=Support vector
machine with polynomial kernel, Svmr=Support vector machine with RBF kernel, Nn=Neural
network and Ee=Ensmeble estimator.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
This thesis proposes a mathematical model for sawnwood demand forecasting. The final
model is an ensemble of machine learning models which gives a prediction based on
the weighted sum of the forecasts produced by five different machine learning models.
These five machine learning models are: the K nearest neighbours, the Random forest, the
Support vector machine with the polynomial kernel, the Support vector machine with the
RBF kernel and the Neural network. Six different variables were given as input features
for the model. These variables include four market-specific factor such as the historical
sawnwood demand, the number of housing loans, the number of building permits and the
volume of production in the construction industry, and two dummy variables: month and
year. The performance of the model was evaluated based on a case study in which four
different data sets were used for testing the prediction accuracy of the model. The data
sets represent the whitewood and redwood demand in Finland and France at a monthly
interval. For each data set, the prediction accuracy of the models was measured with
three error metrics: the MAPE, the MAE and the RMSE. In addition, the performance of
the model was compared against the individual learning algorithms and a naive forecast.
Thus, a total of seven different models were applied to produce a forecast for each data
set.
The results of the case study show that the Ensemble estimator outperforms the other six
models measured in all three error metrics when the error rates are calculated as the aver-
age of the four data sets. However, when the results are compared at individual data set
level, the Ensemble estimator performs best only in four out of twelve cases. This result
indicates that a single method cannot provide the best answer in all of the prediction tasks.
All in all, four out of seven models provide the lowest error rate at least for one data set
and one error metric. When the error rates are calculated from the twelve months mov-
ing averages of the predicted and the actual values, the error rates drop. The error rates
decrease more for the more advanced learning models, like the Support vector machine
with the polynomial kernel, the Support vector machine with the RBF kernel, the Neural
network and the Ensemble estimator, than for the more conventional models such as the
K nearest neighbours and the Random forest. This result indicates that the more advanced
models are able to capture the trend component better from the data sets.
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The results also demonstrates that there are differences in how well the models can pre-
dict the sawnwood demand in different markets. The accuracy of the predictions can vary
significantly depending on the characteristics of the data set. The difference between the
highest and the lowest MAPE for a model can change over 20 percentage points when
the error rates are calculated at a monthly interval. When the error rates are recalculated
from the 12 months moving averages, the difference between the highest and the lowest
MAPE value remains as high as 20 percentage for the more conventional models like the
K nearest neighbours and the Random forest. When the same calculation principles are
applied for the more advanced models, like the Support vector machine with a polyno-
mial kernel, the Support vector machine with a RBF kernel, the Neural network and the
Ensemble estimator, the difference in the error rates decreases to four percentage points.
The results indicates that the more advanced models are able to produce better predictions
when the data sets are aggregated on a higher level.
This thesis proves that machine learning methods can be applied successfully for sawn-
wood demand forecasting. Even a well-established business, like the forest industry, can
benefit from applying modern mathematical models for their demand forecasting efforts
similarly like the high-tech companies that are usually associated with this kind of inno-
vations. At the same time, this thesis introduces machine learning as a new method for
the research in the field of forest science. For practitioners this thesis provides guidelines
for applying the machine learning methods for the demand forecasting. The case study
describes the data, the processes and the programs that are required for building the En-
semble estimator presented in this thesis. The same methodology can be applied also for
forecasting other commodities, for which the data is available.
Naturally, the Ensemble estimator developed in this thesis also has some limitations. In
addition to the four data sets, presented in Chapter 5, the model was initially tested also
on a fifth data set. This data set contained the sawnwood import to China between the
years 2010 and 2016. However, the number of the data points was too low for training
and testing the models. The data set contained only 78 labelled data points which is
not enough for training and testing the Ensemble estimator properly. The model needs
at least 150 data points to function well. The more data the models can use, the better
they perform. In cases where the amount of data is limited, more traditional models, like
the autoregressive and moving average based models, could potentially perform better.
Furthermore, the random search algorithm used for the hyper-parameter optimization in
this thesis needs some sort of limitations for the space from which the hyper-parameters
are searched. Finding the optimal ranges for the hyper-parameters is still a somewhat
heuristic process. Thus, some level of caution is needed when the predictions of the
Ensemble estimator and individual machine learning models are interpreted.
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Future research could consider applying a collaborative model for the demand forecasting
or applying the machine learning approaches to predict the demand of other commodities
in the forest product value chain. In the collaborative model, the forecasting task is sepa-
rated into multiple sub-tasks taken care of by different models. The whole feature space
is split into several feature subsets which will serve as input values for a specific model.
This could improve the performance of the model, because the number of input features
fed to a model could be reduced. This would also enable the model developer to better
capture the full potential of different machine learning algorithms. The Ensemble estima-
tor could also be applied to other markets where data is available. Potential countries for
the future research are all EU member countries because they report their trade statistics
to the Eurostat, like Finland and France that were used as target markets in this thesis.
However, this also requires better understanding of the input features which explain the
sawnwood demand in the given market. It would also be interesting, to compare the per-
formance of the machine learning models to the performance of statistical methods, like
the vector-auto-regression or different forms of the auto-regressive models with external
input features. By applying the statistical and the machine learning methods for predicting
different commodities in the forest sector, a better understanding could be gained about
suitable methods for solving different kinds of forecasting problems.
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